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Tenenz Releases New System for
Accounting Firms
My FirmFiles helps accountants by making it easy to serve clients e�ectively. “Being
able to securely and instantly transfer or store �les allows accountants to spend less
time on administrative tasks and more time handling billable work, ” said Bob ...
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Tenenz, Inc., a provider of Client Centric Communications online tools and value-
priced, tax and accounting products, has released My FirmFiles. My FirmFiles is a
secure �le transfer and storage service.

My FirmFiles helps accountants by making it easy to serve clients effectively. “Being
able to securely and instantly transfer or store �les allows accountants to spend less
time on administrative tasks and more time handling billable work, ” said Bob
Tenner, General Partner, Tenenz. “Accountants appreciate this service for several
reasons, �rst and foremost because it is easy to use, secondly, it eliminates the risks
associated with the exchange of �les using unsecure email, and �nally, it makes
delivery of client documents much easier.”

My FirmFiles is available for the low price of $9.95 per month.

Features of My FirmFiles:

Hello. It looks like you’re using an ad blocker that may prevent our website from
working properly. To receive the best experience possible, please make sure any blockers
are switched off and refresh the page.

If you have any questions or need help you can email us

http://www.tenenz.com/index.php?view=search_results&detail=1&pid=93-210
mailto:info@cpapracticeadvisor.com
https://www.cpapracticeadvisor.com/


Linked to your website
Branded with your �rm name, logo and colors
Give clients securely controlled password access to their �les and tax returns
Secure storage and �le transfer anytime from anywhere
Ability to store �les up to 2GB or more in size
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